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Before jumping head fi rst to realization of 
the new museum, few thoughts....



Does 
this really look like 

a place you want to go 
even if there was a magnif-

icent art museum?

Not really....

I think we need to 
zoom out again, see the 

big picture!



Market 
place is kind of tight, 

too many cars...

Walk 
to Olympia termi-

nal is really awful.

The 
traffi c is separating 

the market from Senaa-
tintori side

We’ve 
learned to live with the 

boats, but they are not integrated 
into the urban structure



And 
there is a compet-

ing art hub developing 
around Kiasma:



Bus 
station as 

museum....

Tennis halls as 
museum....

....
and all the other 

independent art activity 
in Helsinki to compete 

as well!





The 
Guggenheim competition 

produced some nice building designs 
submitted from all ove the world. But should we 
revisit the competiton brief actually? We’d like 

to see what should be done to the urban 
context.



1. URBAN SOLUTION



This 
would bind again the 

harbour area to the city, and 
provide a better urban envi-

ronment.

Design Mu-
seum, Museum for Architecture 

and Obervatorium are nearby. We bind them 
to new museum site with a large green extention of 
the park over the road, in order to create a similar 

culture hub as in Kamppi.

Since 
there are plans to signif-

icantly reduce the traffi c in the Hel-
sinki core area, maybe its possible to 

redirect the remaining traffi c away 
from the market place?

The 
trucks come from south 

connection



"Guggenheim-bilbao-jan05" by Photograph taken by User:MykReeve on 14 January, 2005.

Guggenheim in Bil-
bao was really amazing, but 

it was an idea 20 years ago.... 
Should we come up with 

something different?

2. ARCHITECTURAL SOLUTION



"Tate modern london 2001 03" by Hans Peter Schaefer

We have now Palais 
de Tokyo in Paris as exap-

mple of minimal intervention in 
existing buildings

Or new museum in 
New York as urban landmark 
embracing the entire district 

with it’s presence...

...and 
Tate Modern showing 

that the space for art can be 
created almost anywhere





So do we actually need 
a landmark museum by a stara-

rchitect? Would the activation of the 
urban space with functional muse-

um enclosure be suffi cient?
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I’d say 
we try something 

new: Let’s separate the exhi-
bitions and make a small mu-

seum inside larger public 
zone.

2. FUNCTIONAL SOLUTION
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And we can even 
increase the public zone, 

because it needs to be at the 
same time the welcoming 

hub for cruise visitors!



3. SKETCH DESIGN

UR-
BAN LAND-
SCAPE LIKE 

HIGHLINE CON-
NECTING HARBOR  
TO DESIGN MUSE-

UM AND ARCH 
MUSEUM

WAY 
FROM 

MARKET PLACE 
ACTIVATED WITH 
ART SALES, LIKE 

PARIS BRIDGE 
SALES

CRE-
ATE PRO-

TECTED URBAN 
OUTDOOR ENVI-
RONMENTS AT 

THE WATER

PRO-
VIDE A 

PATH ON THE 
DECK FOR PE-

DESTRIANS AND 
BIKES TO CON-

NECT DECK 
USED ALSO 

LIKE LOUISIANA 
FOR OUTDOOR 
SCULPTURES 

AND INSTALLA-
TIONS

DECKS 
TILTING 

COULD CON-
NECT EVEN TO 
WATER, TO BE 

STUDIED...
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4. FINANCIAL SOLUTION

OFFICE TOWER:

‘‘The NEW MUSEUM in lower Manhattan
is building a business incubator slated to
open in 2014. The museum will invite up to 70
emerging designers, architects, tech developers,
artists and others to occupy the space. The
goal is to generate ideas that make money for
their creators, who pay fees to the museum
to work in the incubator, and help the city by
addressing the environment, transportation,
poverty, food and other urban challenges.’’

And the most important 
reason I love this design solution is 

that it also would provide a fi nancial solution!! 
By creating rentable space increasing the retail, 
offi ces and dining, the project becomes fi nacially 

feasible. Similar public private collaborations 
are already underway, why not in Helsinki?



Multisensory experiences 
for a multisensory world

Or even more low-tech, in the Invisible Cit-
ies opera performed at Los Angeles’ Union 
Station, performers move throughout the 
courtyards, waiting rooms and ticket halls 
of the station. This presentation combines 
sight, sound, movement and audience
participation for a heightened emotional
impact; it appealed to younger audiences 
that do not typically attend operas in con-
cert halls.

New York Times culture critic Robin Po-
grebin recently proclaimed music to be the 
“next big thing in museums…What you see 
in…exhibitions is a real coalescing of art 
forms—music, painting, sometimes a live 
element, video. It’s all a big mix now.”

The MUSEUM OF MOD-
ERN ART (MoMA) recently 
hosted a culinary class that 
reinterprets René Magritte’s 
art as a fi ve-course tasting 
menu.

This is a generation that would rather spend 
money on experiences than on durable 
goods. They stream music from Pandora 
or Spotify rather than downloading it (much 
less buying CDs). But collaborative con-
sumption is also welcomedbby companies 
that recognize the economies of sharing 
resources and integrate this practice into 
their workplaces.

Artist Martha Rosler held the latest iteration of
her “Meta-Monumental Garage Sale” at the
MUSEUM OF MODERN ART (MoMA) in
November 2012. The installation fi lled MoMA’s
atrium with objects donated by the artist, MoMA
staff and the general public. The public was
invited to come in and shop, and the process of
haggling with Rosler over the price of an object
became part of the performance

ALL QUOTES FROM TRENDSWATCH OF CENTER FOR THE FUTURE OF MUSEUMS

And there is so 
much more we can explore 

once the urban solution is fi rst 
set!




